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Abstract

Ptolemyis a platform which allows themodeling andsimulation of communication networks, signal process
ing, andvarious otherapplications. Its uniqueset of internal object-oriented interfaces allows it to mergeheteroge
neous descriptions of distinct system components into a unified simulation. This report concerns itself with
asynchronous transfermode (ATM), cell-relay network simulation andshows how the combinationof threedifferent
domains (modes of system description) lends itself very well to this type of experiment: a synchronous dataflow
(SDF) domain, a discrete-event (DE) domain, andamessage queue (MQ) domain. The work presented follows on the
details of a backbonenetwork simulation described in [4]. It is not the goalof this report to focus on network-layer
management and related issues; instead, it focuses on modeling techniques and performance evaluationof various
popular,practical queueing disciplines for space-division packet switches.Ptolemy's naturalness for the simulationof
such a heterogeneous environmentwill be demonstrated aswell asits usefulnessfor analyzing networkbehavior and
performance.
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Introduction

1.0 Introduction

Future communication networks are expected to support a variety of services handling vastly different data
traffic types. The current concept of the integrated services digital network (ISDN) allows for such a capability.
Three elements are recognized as required for an ISDN: The end-to-end channel is purely digital; the network pro
vides multiple services which differ in terms of required bandwidth allocation; and there is standardizationof user
access interfaces. ISDN provides a residential customer with two B channels at 64 kbps and one D channel at
16kbps. [9] These channels can be used for voice and also for data transmissions.

The intelligent network modelof ISDN primarily seeksto separate the flow ofcontrol information fromthatof
user information. Customer premise equipment is connected with service-switching points (SSPs) by existing tele
phone lines known as subscriber loops. TheSSP's are connected themselves to service-control points (SCPs) by the
common channel-signaling network (CCS). An X.25 network makes possible the supervision of these SCPs by a
management system, operating via packet switching as does the CCS. [Wal] Nevertheless, it is often argued that
ISDN's gains overtheexisting telephone network donotjustify itsdifficulty of implementation since many of its ser
vices arealreadypossible with the modern telephonenetwork.

An ambitious alternative to the provision of such multimedia services is the broadband integrated services
digital network (BISDN). BISDN would make available toresidential customers four channels at150 Mbps, one out
going and three incoming. These highbit-rate channels would besuitable for providing compressed HDTVand other
multimedia information services. Its main design thrust is toeconomically meet the the widely different requirements
of itsintended applications withasingle network. A keytodeveloping acost-effective, flexible network is simplifica
tion ofnetwork architecture coupled with simplification ofnode processing. Theconcept of virtual paths isintegral to
the philosophy of asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) transmission. Much of the necessity of ATM becomes clear
when theinadequacy of synchronous transfer mode (STM) transmission in handling theswitching of different types
of traffic is seen. STM transmission, alsoknown as circuit switching, primarily operates with time-divisionmulti
plexed(TDM) frame structures to multiplex transmission channels and paths. But increasing ^an^ for avariety of
services with different information transfer rates and ahierarchical scheme of transmission capacities haveimposed
great complications on TDM-based networking. [5]

The ATM virtual pathconceptbroadly defines avirtual pathasa labeled path(bundles ofmultiplexedcircuits)
extending between virtual path terminators. The virtualpathterminators can identify each connection to or from the
networkelementsincluded in die segment networkto whichthe virtual path terminators belong. Segmentnetworks
may be LAN's or local switching networks. Virtual path terminators couldbe switching systemsor LAN gateways,
for example. In addition, theuniqueness of the information unit (cell) whichis transported in thenetwork, indepen
dentof specific channel rates, allows for straightforward multiplexing/demultiplexing of service channels of varying
bit rates. The uniform adoption of the cell as the meansof information transport alsohas the benefit of simplifying
hardware and software processingat network nodes. As far as the identificationofvirtual pathsis concerned, this can
be done by associating with each cell a virtual path identifier (VPI), specifically by attaching it to the cell header.
Nodes have theirown routing tableswhich allowthem to routeincoming cells correctlyby means of the cells' VPIs
andincoming channelnumbers. Routing tablerenewal at these transit nodes only becomes necessarywhen pathsare
setup, released, orrerouted whicheliminates processing on acall-by-call basisateachtransit nodeduring callestab
lishment and release, thus greatlyreducingcall setuptime. On the otherhand,circuit-switched transmissions require
a distinct call setup and releasephasepercall since links dedicated for each call last for the duration of the informa
tion exchange andneed to be freed up for the use of other callers after the call has ended. The nodes are merely
responsible for updating theVPI fields of incoming cells toensure correct delivery of packets. [5]

The simulation of a BISDN network naturallybecomes very complex as one must consider the design of the
networking, call processing, and signal processing subsystems. These components, already posing formidable chal-
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lenges for independent simulation, interact in complex ways. Unfortunately, most simulation tools for design envi
ronments impose upon the user a single model of system description. (From this pointonward, a singlemodel of
system computation/behavior will be referred to as a domain.) This limitation suffers from two drawbacks: first, it
may not be the most natural domainforthe intended userapplication, andsecondly, it prevents the possibility ofmix
ing heterogeneous descriptions together into a unifiedmodel for simulation which may more suitably describe the
system of interestthanwould any singledomain itself.The Ptolemy system,on the otherhand,naturally allows for
mixed-modedescriptions by assuming littleand allowing theusercomplete flexibility in merging systemblocks from
arbitrary domains as needed. This is made possibleby its internal object-orientedstructure.

Ptolemy's usefulness as a simulation vehicle also stems from its hierarchical characterization of modules
called blocks. A Ptolemaic system is in general composed of a collection of blocks and a scheduler. The scheduler
determines theorder of execution of thesystem blocks and operates according to theprinciples of thedomain it seeks
to emulate. Blocks are, in fact, modules of codewhich are invoked atrun-time, consume data oninputterminals, and
generate data on theiroutputs. These inputand output terminals of blocks are known asportholes. Each connection
between a pair of blocks supports a stream of particles, which are messages conforming to ageneral data structure.
The hierarchical nature of Ptolemy's system blocks allows for systematic development of useful, general-purpose
codemodules thatcanbe reused in multiple applications and makes possible thebuilding of morecomplex systems
upon existing ones.

This report describes someareas of focus upon aprototype BISDNmodel and simulation recently completed,
details being given in [4]. Itconcentrates principally onthe realistic modeling of system components as well as prac
tical compilation and analysis of performance statistics. The overall organization of the paper will be as follows.
Background information on the three Ptolemy domains that wemimad to simulate the ATMsystemofinterest willbe
giventomakeclear why theywere chosen tomodel it mostnaturally. Then will follow abriefdescription of thenet
work-level operation of thesimulation, though this was notaprimary focus. Next, wediscuss amodel torealistically
characterize and analyze the nature of customer packet voice traffic and models tosimulate and analyze efficiency of
various queueing mechanisms for space-division packet switches to compare their performances with respect to
switch throughput levels and delay. By means of these example applications, Ptolemy's benefits in itssupport of het
erogeneous simulations will be dramatically illustrated.
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2.0 Overview of Domains Used in ATM Switching Modeling

There arecurrentlymany differentdomains existingin Ptolemy fordescribing different systems. In the caseof
the ATM simulation this report addresses, three were utilized: a synchronous dataflowdomain (SDF), a discrete-event
domain (DE), and a messagequeue domain(MQ).Eachof these threedomainswill be briefly described with exam-
ple(s) accompanyingeach to illustratesimple applications.

2.1 SDF Domain

The SDFdomain is especially well-suited for signal processing systemswithrationally-related sampling rates
throughout [2] It is a specialcase of dataflow described by a directedgraphof functional blocks, calledactors, where
the arcsin the graphrepresentstreamsof dataflow from one actorto another. When anactor"fires," it consumes some
pre-specified number of data samples, called tokens (orparticles), on eachinput, performs a computation, possibly
updating its internal state, and produces apre-specified number of tokens on eachoutput The number of tokenspro
duced and consumed must be fixed andknown at compile-time, a restriction which explains why the SDF model
applies exclusively to synchronous multirate systems. [1] Advantages of SDF are ease of programming (since the
availability of data tokensis static and requires no checking), a greater degree of setup-time syntaxchecking (since
sample-rate inconsistenciesareeasily detectedby the system), andrun-timeefficiency (since the orderof block exe
cution is determined atcompile-time insteadof dynamicallyatrun-time). [2]

The capability to determine atcompile-time thenecessary order of blockinvocation for any SDF graph has
significant consequences. This"scheduling" information for theSDF graph actors canbe passed to acodegenerator.
Thus, it becomes possible to translate signal processing algorithms into efficient assembly code for programmable
DSPs. A simple example of an SDF graphandassociated scheduleis given in Figure 1.The numbers writtennext to
the input andoutputports of the actors in the figure indicate how many tokensthatterminal eitherproduces orcon
sumes per firing.

VbV—!.

Schedule: AAA BBBBBB CCCC

Figure 1 A synchronous dataflow graph and associated schedule

It is interesting toobserve above that one iteration of the schedule consists of three firings of A, six firings of
B, and four firings of C A user in running the above system would need to recognize what would constitute one
"cycle"of the systemand then specify theduration of theexecution by numbers of iterations. Onecaneasily seethat
there would becases when an SDF system's actors are specified and connected in such away that determining asys-
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tern iteration is impossible. In this case, Ptolemy's SDFscheduler would detect the inconsistency in the SDFgraph
and refuse to execute it

A typical application of SDFmodeling is to filter designandanalysis. The block diagram in Figure2 illustrates
an adaptive filter example. It consists of a Gaussian process generator feeding into an FIR filter with fixed, preset
taps.The adaptive filterblock seeks to track the FIR filter, and the differencebetween the FIR and adaptivefilters is
information to be usedby the adaptive filter for tapupdating. In thisexample, theGaussian process generator repre
sents anouput-only unit andanalogously, the two graph blocks,one plotting both of the filter outputsignals against
each other and the other plotting the difference signal of the two filter outputs, areinput-onlymodules. For the most
part, each block is enabled for firing when at least one tokenis available on eachof its input(s) and produces one
token on eachof its output(s)per firing. Forexample,theFloatDifference block requires at leastone token on eachof
its two inputs and produces one token representing the difference of the two inputseach time it executes. As for the
fixed FIR filter, it has optional decimation and interpolation parameters (both withdefault one). Thus, its input port
wouldrequire atleast d tokens to fire where d is thevalue of thedecimation parameter andi tokens waiting tobe sent
on its outputto emit data wherei is thevalueof theinterpolation parameter. By suitable choice of theseparameters, it
is possible to effectively model systems with multiple,rationally-related sampling rates. It shouldbe noted that the
SDF systemhasnonotion of time. The two graph blocks, then, plotthevalues of filter outputs against the sequence
number of incoming tokens(starting from 1,2,...). Because of itsnature, SDF's untimed operation does notlosegen
erality in describing digital signal processing experiments which can be considered to handle data tokens spaced
equally in time.

Gaussian

Figure 2 Blockdiagramof Ptolemy adaptive filter demo
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Poisson

Figure 3 Aqueue and stack with servers demo in the DE domain

2.2 DE Domain

The DEdomain inPtolemy provides an environment for thesimulation of timed systems such ascommunica
tion networks, queues and servers, and generation of stochastic processes, etc. Itoperates inanevent-driven fashion,
processing eventsby associating witheacha time stamp (according to Ptolemy's notion of simulated time; work is
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being done to realistically model real-time systems as well.) Thus, the DE scheduler manages an event queue to
enforcechronological ordering of events. System blocks in a DE graph can generally be classified as eitherbeing
functional in nature or of delay type. Functional blocks merely perform some operation in "zero" simulated time
whereasdelay blocks model latency in the system. By appropiate combinationof these two types of blocks, discrete-
event systems can be accurately described and modeled. Also, naturally, blocks known as "event generators" exist
whichserveto generate timedprocesses, suchasPoisson processes, independently withoutrequiring inputsfor firing.
Another example of anevent generatorwould be a system clock.

Figure3 is a typical system that would be modeled in the Ptolemy DE domain.The Poissonprocessblock is an
event generator which producesevents atequally spaced pointsin time, in this case set to unity.These events trigger
the FloatRamp block to producein successionthe integers in sequence starting from zero (taking zero time for run
ning upon each invocation since it is a functional block.) These integers are sent to both a FIFOQueue block and a
Stackblock which operate intuitivelyandhave fixed, pre-selected capacities. Both of theseblocks sendtheiroutputs
to identical server blocks. The servers service incoming events with fixed service times. As can be seen, the server
outputsact asdemands for the queue andstackblocks.(Initially, the first events to arrive atboth die queue andstack
pass through without requiring an assertion on the demand input thereafter, events only exit the queue and stack
when the serverhas producedan output to trigger the demandinputs.)The output events of the queue and stack are
plotted togetherwith any overflow events causedby an arrival of an event when queue or stack capacity was full.
Finally, the size of both the queue and stackare graphed over time to monitor occupancy. Of course, parameters in
this simulation were selected so that the servers' servicetimes were slightly greater than the mean interarrival time of
events to produce overflow conditions.

23 Heterogeneity Made Possible - the Wormhole

Ptolemy naturallyhandles the mixing ofdifferentdomains in a system by die wormhole construct. As hasbeen
mentioned. Ptolemydescribes systemshierarchically. It recognizes themost fundamental unitsof computation asele
mentalblockscalledstars and from these, allows the building of galaxies, which are composed of arbitrary collec
tions of stars and perhaps othergalaxies. Of course, it is possible to "flatten" any galaxy into its constituent stars. A
self-standing, runnable systemof blocks isknown as auniverse; witheach universe is associated aparticular domain
and matching scheduler. Thus, apictorial representation of, say, a flattened DEuniverse would appear asin Figure 4.
Thewormhole ingeniously allows for the enclosure of acertain domain inside adifferent one, for example, aspeech
processing application described in SDF nested in an outside, timed DEenvironment which maymodel a packet
switching network. (Figure 5) To make this possible, the outside domain is given the illusion that die internal SDF
universe is merely aDEstar! TheSDF universe is,infact awormhole inthat it encapsulates acompletely indepen
dent runnable universe withitsownscheduler butappears from thepoint of viewof theoutside as justa star of that
outside domain type. By supporting die use of multiple domains inasingle simulation framework, Ptolemy allows a
designer great flexibility inmodeling system components withthose domams which are mostnatural and straightfor
ward to their implementations.

Actually enforcing the correct operation of such aheterogeneous system is far from trivial and requires correct
synchonization of events that communicate across the domain interface. Ptolemy has implemented this by Hafining a
universal event horizon which contains all information necessary for domains toperform their specific operations. In
die case ofFigure5, the DE domainhas definedaconversionfrom DE to this universalevent horizon andvice-versa.
The same is true for SDF andall other Ptolemy domains. Events whichpass from the outside DE universe to the
internal SDF system are translated first from DE to die universal event horizon, then converted from the universal
eventhorizon to SDF. Correctly processing events passing from the SDF toDEuniverses should also bestraightfor
ward to see. As one can see in following this strategy, having N domains requires definition of 2/v* conversions
whereas separately defining a conversion individually from each domain to any other domain would require N
squared specifications!
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DE Scheduler

DE Stars

DE Universe

Figure 4 A flattened representation of a homogeneous, DE universe

DE Scheduler

SDF-in-DE Wormhole

DE Stars

§ SDFScheduler OOD)
DE Universe

1 •••••••••••• Ml' •••

Figure 5 Nesting an SDF universe inside of a DE universe. Ptolemy's capability to do
this would effectively model a speech or video processing unit in a switching network.
From the point of view of the DE scheduler, the SDF universe appears as a DE star.

There are two key principles of object-oriented programming which allow Ptolemy to achieve its goals: inher
itance and polymorphism. Ptolemy is implemented in C++ and using the C++ language, a user defines various tem
plates or classes which consist of associated data members and functions to operate on the data. In a sense, a class is
some general data structure enhanced with different functions. These functions are known in C++ as methods. Then
instances of these class templates can be formed, each of which is referred to as an object.

The C++ inheritance mechanism allows for the efficient and flexible formation of new, derived classes from
already existing ones. A programmer merely needs to add desired facilities to existing class(es), and no reprogram-
ming or re-compilation is required.The root, baseclass from which otherclasses may be derived serves as a common
interface so that objects of these class types may be handled identically in a program. Thus, inheritance provides a
natural means of expressing common properties among different classes. [7]

For example, a simple class inheritance diagram in Ptolemy is given in Figure 6. It is very straightforward,
showing how domain-specific star classes inherit properties from a base star class.
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Star

s\ • • others

SDFStar DEStar

Figure 6 Class Inheritance in Ptolemy

Figure 7 showshow aclass caninherit from more than onebase class. This is knownasmultiple inheritance.
In thediagram, wehavederived from class Block theGalaxy and Star classes. TheRunnable class is intended torep
resent at themost basic level any independent, running Ptolemy module. So as anexample of multiple inheritance,
theUniverse class, since it is both arunnable entity and encloses agalaxy, inherits from both the Galaxy and Runna
ble classes. Note also, how a domain-specific wormhole class (in the figure, XXXWbrmhole) inherits from both the
Star class of the same domain and the Wormhole class to assume the union of their characteristics, the Wormhole
class itself being derived from the Runnableclass. Naturally, we expect XXXWormhole to have the Wormholeclass
as a parent, but theexplanation below will show whyit's also essential for it to inherit from thecorresponding Star
class, XXXStar.

Block Runnable

>^ \Galaxy y f Star \

\ / * \
Universe XXXStar Wormhole

I \ •
XXXUniverae XXXWormhole

Figure7 Multiple Inheritance inOrganization of Ptolemy Blocks

Polymorphism provides for the dynamic binding of class member methods. The method instance invoked is
determined by the actual class type ofthe object For example, refer to Figure 8. When ascheduler executes apartic
ular "star" (which might either be astar or wormhole), itwill call the "goO" mefliod ofan instance oftype XXXStar
where "XXX" refers to the domain inquestion. In this example, the DE scheduler will not know at compile-time
whether this is agenuine DE star orawormhole. If it is a star, it won't know the specific derived class of the star.
Nevertheless, by means ofpolymorphism, the scheduler will call the correct goO method! Should the star be oftype
DEhnpulse, say, the DELnpulse implementation ofthe "goO" will be called whereas should itbe aDEWormhole, its
"goO" would be invoked and proceed to execute the internal domain's scheduler. Tnis transparency between star and
wormhole supports heterogeneous simulations.

For aset ofclasses with acommon parent, polymorphism allows their behavior to be customized for any com
mon method as long as its behavior is defined for the parent class, which provides for die possibility that one ofthe
child classes will omit an implementation definition ofthe method, in which case itassumes that ofthe parent New
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child classes with their own definitions of method(s) they may share with existing classes can be introduced without
altering any existing code or the kernel of Ptolemy.

DEImpulse

DEFork

DEStar

DEWormhole

DEMerge

Figure 8 Heterogeneity Made Possible by Polymorphism

2.4 MQ Domain

The MQ domain is targeted at developing control software for applications such as telecommunications call
processing software. It views a system as task modules which exchange messages with one another, each message
carryinginformation aboutactions for thedestination taskto perform alongwithnecessary parameterinformation.

Call

Request

Process

Call Traffic Generator
Network Transmission

(Switches)

• A

DE

Figure 9 MQ control domain imbedded in DE environment to simulate packet switching network. The
diagram shows the connections from the point of view of one customer (one telephone with associated
call request process and traffic generator.)
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The scheduler has no notion ofsystem time and is event-driven, servicingmessages at task blocks in a first-in, first-
out manner. Blocks in an MQ system always communicate over bidirectional links to enable a client-server relation
ship over connections. In practice, die tasks act as finite-state machineswhich take messages as inputs to make state
transitions and produce otheroutputs. This domain also has the capability of dynamically creating and destroying
blocks, reconnecting/ajscx)rmecting blocks so that it can support dynamic network topologies. In general, the MQ
descriptionhas little rangeofuse in and of itselfbut is most natural to simulate softwareimbedded controllerswhere
an MQ controlelement may be enclosed in another outsidedomainexternalto the MQ system thatcontrolsit

In the case of anATM network simulation, it would be possibleto implement either a form ofcentralized con
trol by defining a single MQ control element externalto the network packet switches or a distributedscheme of con
trolby placing MQ controllers inside each of the switches themselves. Figure 9 shows in a simplified way how a
centralized MQ control element would communicate with the rest of the network which resides in a real-time DE
environment The controldomain would have tasksto assume the rolesof telephones and the controlunit itself. An
external calling request process of theDEdomain would trigger operation of acallrequest loopvia the telephones in
the MQ domain. Naturally, the telephone tasks need to be able to trigger generators for telephone call traffic lying
outside in DE.The MQcontrol blockitselfneeds to be able to communicate withtheexternal switches to perform
routing table updates, etc.WithintheMQuniverse, thecontrol unitwould haveaccess to anetwork congestion level
information blockand possibly arouter blockas shown to assist it in determining virtual circuits for connecting cus
tomers.
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3.0 Network-Level Description of Backbone Simulation

The reader may wish to refer to [Loh] for a complete treatmentof the backbone ATM simulation with which
this report is concerned. This simulation base was primarily conemed with demonstrating the successful simulta
neousinteraction of die three previously discussed domains - DE, SDF, and MQ - in describing a large-scale ATM
systemmodeling packetswitching andcallprocessing control in acertain network configuration. The networktopol
ogy is shown in Figure 10. It is composed of four switches connected as shown with three customers or CPE's (cus
tomer premise equipment) served by each. A centralized controller resides outside the switches and coordinates the
actionsof the twelve customerswhich make call requests to random parties. The controller'sresponsibilities include
handling callrequest loops, requiring die appropiate determination and setup of virtual circuits without overloading
switch trunk lines, and ending conversations between callers. All of these actions occur in a simulated, timed DE
environment

There wereseveral networking aspects of thisoriginal simulation whichwere notmodeled. Firstly, it didnot
allow for the possibility of a dynamic network topology with respect to addition or removal of customer nodes or
switches in thenetwork. Each switch was modeled as aBatcher-Banyan network (discussed later) in whichpackets
werequeued atintermediate nodes of theBanyan network in theeventof output port conflict within2x2 switching
elements. Naturally, it would be of interest to compare performance in simulating various switching disciplines that
differin their packet queueing strategies. Alsoof significance is therealistic characterization of source traffic gener
ated by thecustomers during a phone call. Much of therationale behind the ATMvirtual circuit switching discipline
is the effective handlingof"bursty" arrival processes. The original switchingnetwork model did not simulaterealis
tic traffic processes but concentrated on the correctness of call processing in establishing virtual circuits to ensure
proper delivery of packets.

Centralized Controller

CPE#1 CPE#4

Switch 1 Switch 2

CPE#2 CPE#5

\ /
CPE#3 CPE#6

X
CPE #10

Suriteh A

/ \
CPE#7

CPE#11 CPE#8

CPE#12 CPE#9

Figure 10 Network topology of backbone simulation
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What follows is a more low-level look at the implementation of the centralized network controller and die
operationof die packet switches in the original backbonesimulation.

3.1 Control Operation

Referringback to Figure 9 shows the basicanatomy of the control domain's structure andinteraction with the
external, timed DE domain. Modeled in the untimed, task-oriented MQ environment the control domain consists of
a number of telephones (in this case twelve to represent each of the customers in the system), the control unit, and
two stars to assist die control unit in its functions, a router and a network congestion level table. Several other starsin
the DE domain which communicate directlywith stars in the MQ controlelement arealsopictured. Each telephoneis
unidirectionally triggeredby a separate, independentcall request star and also communicates bidirectianallywith a
distinct traffic generator star. In addition, the control unit communicates bidirectionally with each of the switches in
the system, in the case of this network topology, four. Within the MQ domain,in which allconnectionsaretwo-way,
the control unit communicateswith each of the telephones and also connects with the router andcongestion level
table.

Having pointed out the structural details of the network control, the mechanics of its operation are now
explained. In actuallyimplementing the MQ-in-DEwormhole,Ptolemyruns theDE system in its usualchronological
fashion and will at some point process an event which passes from an external DE starto an internal MQ star. Recall
from section 2.3 that Ptolemy achieves this by firstprovidingfor a conversion from DE to a universal event horizon
and then from the universalevent horizon to the MQ description. MQ hasno need for timing informationandso dis
regards time stamps of any token(s) entering the system from the outside. In deciding whether to run an internal
wormhole scheduler, Ptolemy checks if the internal domain is "ready"to run; in thiscase,MQ is alwaysreadyto run
andis always successfully triggered. At this time, the MQ scheduler begins operation in processing die triggering
events) appropiately. MQ stars pass messages to one another until the schedulersees that there is a deadlockcondi
tion, meaning that there areno more messagesto be processed in the system. Controlis now returned to the external
DE scheduler. During the executionof the MQ control, messages or tokensmay be produced which arepassed from
MQ star(s) to external DE star(s). Since the MQ domain has no notion of time, the DE environment views the execu
tionof the MQ systemasoccurring in zeroelapsed time, to some extentreflecting theusual negligible timeduration
ofcontrol functions. Thus, time stamps(s) of tokens produced by MQ which are output across thedomain boundary
are identical with those of token(s) matoriginally were passed from DEintoMQ in triggering the operation of the
MQ universe.

During thecourse of thesimulation, the call request process stars of the DEdomain generate events according
to independent Poisson processes tomodel requests which are fed to theMQ telephone stars. These requests contain
information about the desired customer party to be called, and subsequendy, the telephone star proceeds to interact
with diecontrol unit asthe control attempts to setup diecall. Should thecalled party be already engaged in another
conversation, the telephone is notified of failure in the call attempt; otherwise, die control unit determines trees of
possible virtual circuits by which the two customers can communicate with the aid of the router star. The reason for
this is that switch trunk lines have amaximum allowable utilization which is aparameter specifiable by theuser. By
successive inquiries of thecongestion level table, thecontrol unitcan establish asuitable virtual circuit to support the
conversation. It will attempt to setup "direct" conversations over more roundabout ones; for example, referring to
Figure 10, adirect conversation between CPE #2and CPE #8 would only employ switches 1 and 3. If a packet sent
from CPE#2 to CPE#8 was following a more indirectroute,it would first traverse switch 1, then either switch 2 or
switch 4, and lasdy switch 3. The controlunit allowsas a worstcase the traversal of two "intermediate"switchnodes
forapacket to travel fromsource to destination, theprevious scenario considering one"intermediate" switch. Should
no suitable route be found, the calling telephone is notified of failure. Otherwise, the control records the relevant
information pertaining to die newly established conversation, updates die appropiate switches to implement the vir
tual circuitmodifies theentries of thecongestion level table, and informs thecalled telephone of thenewconnection.
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Finally,the two telephones aretold to beginconversation, whereupon, they signaltheircorresponding call trafficgen
erator stars in the DE domain to begin transmittingdata. These actions constitute the call request loop of die control
domain.

Both trafficgenerator starshave a specified lengthof time to transmitdataasrequestedby the telephonestars.
The one which finishes first informs its telephone that it has completed transmission, initializing a call termination
loop in the MQ domain. The telephone sendsacalltermination request to the control unit which proceeds to orderthe
other telephone in the conversation to requestits associated traffic generator starto cease transmission. Once this is
accomplished, the controlupdatesthe congestion level tableaccordingly andrecords the terminated conversation.

In consideringthe design philosophyof the MQ domain, one can see in this simulationcontext the need for its
stars to effectively communicatemessageswith eachotherandwith stars lying in an outside "driver" domain which
view die MQ universe as anembedded controller. Thus the domainsupports bidirectional connectionsamongits ele
ments as well as one-way or two-way connections with outsidedomainstars. Figure 9 shows that a call requeststar
communicates unidirectionally with a telephone whereas a telephone'sinteraction with a trafficgenerator starneeds
to be two-way. Also implicitis thenaturalness of connecting multipleinstances ofacertain star type to another single
star; in this case, the controlunit needs to communicatewith twelve telephoneinstances. In orderto supportnew or
failedcustomernodes, the capabilityto alterthe block toplogywithin die domainis crucial, which MQ supports. MQ
also lends itself naturally to efficient system staterepresentation. Whenever execution is surrendered to the outside
domain in the middle of a processing sequence, system statedetermines the actions taken once the MQ is reinvoked.
In any large-scale simulationsuch as this one, therewill be sophisticated interaction between a controller and the rest
of the embodying network so this needs to be effectively andefficiendy modeled.

3.2 Switch Operation

Space-division packet switching is playing a crucial role in the development of high-performance integrated
communication networks fordata, voice, image, and videoand multiprocessor interconnects forbuilding highly par
allel computer systems. Unlike current packet switch architectures with throughput nunrirrmmc measured in the 10's
of Mbits/s, a space-division packet switch can achieve throughput levels in 1's, 10's, or even 100's of Gbits/s. These
capacities are attained by theuse of ahighly parallel switchfabric coupled with simpleperpacketprocessing distrib
uted among many high-speed VLSI circuits. [3]

A space-division packet switchcanbe viewed as abox with N inputs andN outputswith the functionof rout
ing packets arriving on its input terminals to theappropiate outputs. The routing information necessary to transport
packets correcdy isoftencontained in theheaders of thepackets themselves; inother words, theswitch is self-routing
by nature. Buffering strategies for the switchare animportant consideration aspackets may need to wait forcertain
desired connections to be made available. The buffer location andcapacity depend on the switch architecture and
natureof incoming traffic. [3]

There are different types of space-division switches; of interest here are those based onmultistage interconnec
tion networks composed of 2 x 2 elementarycrosspoint switches,eachof which can assumeone of two states,a cross
stateandabarstate. Consider Banyan-based switches, anexamplegiven in Figure 11 known as anOMEGA network.
A simple procedure allows for correct routing of packets from input to output by considering thebinary representa
tionof theoutputportaddress (bxb2...bk) . Given that thepacket hasreached stage s of a switch, it should berouted
to theupper output if bM = 0 and to thelower output if ba = 1, regardless of which input to theelementary switch the
packet may have arrived at.This demonstrates the self-routing aspectof die Banyan switch structure. It turnsout that
the connection ofN inputs toNoutputs requires (N/2) log2 Nelementary binary switches [8], as inthecase of Figure
11 where N=8 and a total of twelve switching elements arenecessary.
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A switch is denotedasblocking if it cannot always be assured thattherewill alwaysbe enoughswitchpointsto
provide simultaneous, independentpathsbetween arbitrary pairs of inputs andoutputs.Hie Banyan switch shown in
Figure 11 is an example of a blocking network. In a Banyan switch, even when every input is assignedto a different
output as many as *f& connections may contend for use of the same center link. Logically enough, the use of a
blocking network should only be considered as a feasible option under light offered load conditions or if the switch
can be run at a much faster speed than die input andoutput trunks. [Karol] To resolve this performance limitation of a
mere Banyan switching arthitecture, queueing at the inputs to the switch can be implemented, along with a Batcher
sorter, shown in Figure 12, that sorts input packets by destination address in order to remove output conflicts and
offer the Banyan network (sub)permutations that are guaranteed to pass without conflicts. Packets not initially
selected are buffered for later attempts. The tandemcombination of the Batcher sorter with the Banyannetwork is
hence nonblocldng and known as die Batcher-Banyan switching fabric, the switching structure that was modeled in
the prototype simulation.

Figure 11 8 x 8 Banyan Network.

The four switches in Figure 10were built in theSDF domain primarily because of thesuitability of SDF for
describing synchronous operations. In thecase of theBatcher-Banyan switches, incoming trunks canbeconsidered to
divide timeintoequally spaced slots. For each trunk, then, atthebeginning of each time slot the first packet on the
input line is accepted into the switch should packers) be available. Recall that SDF yields efficient scheduling
because of its ability to determine system block execution order atcompile-time. Each switching element consists of
twoinput ports and twooutput ports. When one element fires, it consumes one token oneach of its twoinputs and
outputs onetoken oneach of its outputs. Of course, in practice, because of the irregular nature of mcnming traffic,
packets willnotnecessarily occupy both inputs of acrosspointupon firing or bothofitsoutputs after firing. Insuch a
case,a"null" packetis placed to satisfythe SDFdomain requirements whichmight seem somewhat unnatural. Nev
ertheless, theefficiency gains of SDF added toitsnatural characterization of the synchronous aspect of the switching
operation are quitenotable. Most switching mechanisms whendescribed in SDF lendquitewell to possible hardware
implementations.
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Figure 12 8 x 8 Batcher Network.

Thebehavior of anSDF-in-DE wormhole isquite intuitive. Since SDF is anmutinied domain, once again asin
the caseof MQ, eachexecution of the enclosed SDF systemfrom theexternal DE's perspective takes zero time. In
order for theinternal SDF system toexecute, itmust beprovided with atleast one token oneach of itsinput ports that
lie on the domain interface with DE.For thisreason, before each of the SDF switches, a DE synchronizer star was
provided which examined input trunk lines for the switch upon request of a periodic demand signal simulating the
start of new time slots. The synchronizer either passed a single available packet through or if none were available,
provided a null packet. In this way, the SDF-in-DE wormhole would always have at leastone token on each of its
inputs and always beable toexecute toprocess packets arriving onthe switch inputs. Conversely, astar was placed at
the outputs of the SDF switch for theprocess of"filtering" outany null packets that might happen tobe produced on
the switch outputs, amounting to output trunk(s) not being utilized for that clock cycle. These two simple stars
enabled the DE and SDF domains tointeract inrealistically characterizing apacket switch, both of them exhibiting
strength andnaturalness of description with regard to whatblocks they represented.
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4.0 Programming Network Control with Message Queue Domain

Having discussed thenature of oursimulated ATMnetwork's control and switching elements, wenowexam
inein greater detail theproblem of programming the stars comprising itscentralized control unit. As already men
tioned,thiswork was donein the MQ domain. Prior to thedevelopment of oursimulation, the SDFandDE domains
had already been well-established inPtolemy, but the MQ domain was newly developed for the express purpose of
facilitating the programming ofnetwork control. What follows is, first, alook atthe MQ domain itself and secondly,
specific coding examples of MQ starsused in our simulation.

4.1 Design of the MQ Domain

General comments on thesemantics of theMQ domain were givenin section 2.4. As mentioned, anMQ uni
verse consists of stars that pass messages with one another over bidirectional connections. Indesigning the domam,
one would want to ensurecorrectoperation of the systemregardless of dieOTder in which stars are fired. Besides this
guiding principle, wewould not want tostipulate for agiven star currendy being executed inwhat order westep
through its portholes. The only assumption that istobemade about the order ofprocessing messages isthat messages
arriving atastar's input porthole over agiven link are tobeserviced inthe order they arrive. By nHh<>ring tothese
principles, we can straightforwardly implementthe MQ scheduler.

The MQ domain provides various methods for MQ-type porthole (that is,portholes belonging toastar inthe
MQ domain) classes consistent with the above conditions that allow for the reasonably efficient coding ofMQ stars.
AnMQ porthole supports two-way connections unlike other domains' portholes inPtolemy which generally support
unidirectional connections. For that reason, itcan beconsidered as the union oftwo "ordinary" portholes, one for
iiKXjming messages and one for outgoing messages. Following are the main methods for the MQPortHole class along
with brief explanations totheir functions. Necessary parameters are listed inparenthesees following the methods'
names.

• expect 0 —indicates thatthestarexpects itsnext arriving message toarrive onthis par
ticular port; scheduler will flag an error if next message does not arrive onthis port

• block 0 —says the scheduler is to prevent thestar from detecting new, arriving mes
sages onthisport, messagesarriving at a blocked port remain queued at the port,
restore to normal with unblock Qmethod

•flagO —raises a flag for this port, star can check on status of a port's flag by calling
flagged Qwhich returns a Boolean result, call unflag () to restore original state

• in (int) —returns a reference toa particle for theincoming porthole with theargument
representing the delayofthe access, i.e.an argument ofzerogivesthe mostrecent
token

• out (int) —same as above butfor outgoing porthole

• newMessage Q—indicates whether a new message hasarrived on theincoming port
hole, returns a Boolean result
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In the MQ domain, therealsoexists a classcalledMQMultiPort. In certainsituations, anMQ starwill have a
set of portholes thatserveidentical andparallel purposes, in manycases connected to multipleinstances of another
MQstar. It isconvenient fromaprogrammer's point of viewtobe able toreferto thissetof pordioles asanaggregate
whole, whichmotivates theexistence of "multiportholes," represented by theMQMultiport class. For example, refer
ring to Figure 9 from earlier, we see thatthe star representing thecontrol unit is connected to multipleinstances of a
"telephone" star, one per customer node. Thus, a multiporthole would be declared for the control star to connect to
the parallel instances of the telephone star. Following are methodsprovided for theMQMultiport class:

• expect0 —calls expect0 foreach of the memberportholes, unexpect ()similarly

• block0 —calls block Qfor each of the member portholes, unblock Qsimilarly

• flag 0 —calls flag Qfor each of the member portholes, unflag 0 similarly

• portfmt) — returns reference to the individual porthole whose indexwithin the multiport
hole is given by argument

The MQStar classitself hasamethodportToService() whichreturns anMQ porthole thathas anunserviced
message,if any.It alsohas amembercalledstatewhich theusercanuse to record thecurrent stateof a star, as an
integer.

4.2 Examples of MQ Domain Star Code

(Telephone star has issued a call request
to the control star and awaits response

to see if permission obtained to proceed
with calling process.)

callReq port is blocked at time ofrequest
Response obtained on control port

NAK

ACK

Unblock callReqport
Go back to idle
(original) state

OrderDE traffic generatorstar
to begin transmission

Send "transmit" packet
on data port

Enter "calling" state

Figure13 Actions taken by MQ telephonestar afterissuingcallrequest to control star
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Typically, stars in the MQ domain arecoded as finite-state machines. The MQ schedulercalls on starsin suc
cession, firingthem by executing theirgo() methods. A star'sgo() method will fundamentally check upon its current
state,branchto its prescribed set of actions for thatstate, updateits notionof state,andpossiblyoutputparticles. Stars
were developed to implement the centralizednetwork controlof die backbone ATM network thatutilized the meth
ods describedin the previous section. A few examplesof code segmentswill most clearlyindicatethe natureof the
starr^ogramming.

Let's consider the MQTelephone star. Refer back to Figure9. It has portholesnamed callReq,data, and con
trol.The callReqport is connected to the call requesttriggering starin the externalDE universe.The data portcom
municates with die external DE call traffic generator star.Lastiy, the control port connects the star to the control star
in the telephone's own MQ universe.

Figure 13 provides a flow diagram indicating what actions aretaken by the telephonestarafterissuing a call
requestto the controlstar. It hasbeen triggered intoexecutionby a particle arriving fromits external callrequeststar
on the callReq port While it remainsin its callrequestloop, it cannot further processadditional call requestsso its
callReqporthasbeen blocked. Awaitingapproval fromthecontrol star, it has the possibilityofreceivingeitherapos
itive acknowledgment (ACK in Figure 13) or a negative acknowledgment (NAK). In the former case, it can orderits
associated DE trafficgenerator starto begin transmission. Otherwise, it can safely unblock its callReqport andhead
back to its original idle state.

From the flowdiagram, it becomes asimple matter to translate thisintopseudocode thatdraws upontheMQ
portholemethods of the previous section.The telephone star'sgo() method appears as this:

switch {state of Telephone star) {

case (idle state):...

case (issued call request):

Access incoming message by acontrol.in(OF

K(message is ACK) {
send transmit message to DEtrafficgenerator,

access output token by ttdata.out(0f
data. expectO
control. expectO
state « calling state

}

else if (message is NAK) {
callReq.unblockO
callReq.expectO
control.expectQ
state = idle state

}

else{
error message

}
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end case

case (calling state):...

} /* end switch */

The actions takenin thecodemirror thoseof the flow diagram. In the"ACK" branch of the if-elseif-else struc
ture, data. expectO andcontrol expectO are called because the star enters thecalling state andanticipates one of two
possibilities. Possibly, its traffic generator will later order it tocease transmission in whichcaseit receives acorre
sponding message onits data port Also,it is possible theother phone willendtheconversation first in whichcase
thatphonewould sendamessageto thecontrol star, and thecontrol star wouldsenda"stop"messageto this phone
over the control port In the"NAK" branch, callReq. expectO andcontrol. expectO arecalledsinceonce again, this
telephone starwill be fired in oneof two possible situations. First, it may receiveamessagefrom its callrequesttrig
gering starover die callReqport Or it may be randomly selectedby die controlstarto conversewith another cus
tomer that has issued its own request for a conversation.

Let's consider amore complicated example: die MQControl starin its "idle" state.Refer to Figure9 to see that
this starhasconnectionswith every otherstarin the MQuniversein addition to the network's switches. (It is actually
connectedto eachof the multipleTelephone starinstances thoughthe diagram doesn't show this.)Forthe purposes of
this example,we only areconcerned with the Control star's connections to theTelephone stars via its multiporthole
phones andthenetworkcontrol congestion level table via its porthole mqcclt. The pseudocode for the Control star's
actions in the idle state:

switch (state of Control star) {

case (idle state):

Access incoming message with "portToServiceO"

if (message is new call request) {
record identities of callingcustomer and randomly selected "target"

customer as vciActive and vciPassive(frommessage)
issue inquiry message to congestion level table star to determine

whether target customer is "busy," access output token
by mqcclt. out(O), anticipate either ACKor NAK

phones. flagO
mqcclt. expectO
state = beginning of call request loop

}

else if (message is call termination request) {
from message, determine identity of customer desiring to end

conversation and access internal data to determine other
customer's identity. Record these respectively as vciActive
and vciPassive
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issue "stop" message to other customer, access output token by
phones. port(vciPassive). out(O)

phones. flagQ
phones. port(vciPassive). unflagQ
phones. port(vciPassive). expectO
state b beginning of call termination loop

}

else{
error message

}

end case

case (beginning of call request loop):...

case (beginning of call termination loop):...

} /* end switch 7

When theControl star is sitting idle,itmaybe triggered intoaction by oneof twomeans. Erst it mayreceive
from a Telephone star a call request message containing the identity of the customer issuing the request and a ran
domly selected customer it has chosen to establish a connection with. This information is locally recorded as vci
Active and vciPassive. The Control star is responsible for checking the networkcongestion level tableto see if the
vciPassive party is already busy in conversation. Thus, it produces a message on its mqcclt porthole containing the
vciPassive valueand calls mqcclt. expectO, anticipating anACKorNAK message on thisport asappropiate thenext
time it is invoked. While it is engaged in this call processing loop, it cannot also process additional requests from
othertelephones; hence, it flags all of its connections to telephone stars by making the multiporthole methodcall
phones. flag(). If it later finds from the congestion level table star that the vciPassive party is free to talk, it will
"unflag" thetwoports connecting tothetworelevant telephone stars. After the Control star has unflagged these ports,
there is no problem when one of these phones wants to end their session as it can safely issue a call termination
request message asdescribed below. At thispoint theControl star proceeds to thecallrequest loop.

The second method by which theControl star might beinvoked from die idlestate is receiving acall termina
tionmessage from aTelephone star. Themessage willcontain theidentity of thecustomer wishing toendaconversa
tion which isnoted as vciActive. Thus, the Control star can check itsinternal data to see which party it isconversing
with (marked as vciPassive) and then to send that party a"stop" message. That customer will go about asking its
associated traffic generator star to stop transmission and then to send back tothe control an ACKmessage. After the
control has sent themessage, it flags all of itsconnections totelephone stars for thesame reasons as in the preceding
situation exceptof course, the customer whom has been asked tocease transmission since an ACKisexpected from
it Thus, thestar makes method calls phones. flagO, phones. port(vciPassive). unflagO, and phones. port(vciPassive).
expect 0 insuccession before proceeding tothe state corresponding tothe beginning of the call termination loop.

It is also of interest toconsider what actions the Control star should execute when amessage is received from
atelephone over a port which has been flagged. A call request message from atelephone is bluntly replied towith a
NAK message from the control However, the same cannot be done for a call termination message; otherwise, the
telephone that issued themessage willbeleft dangling indefinitely. Thus, themessage is queued up for later service.
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When the controlhascompleted the callrequestortermination loopwhich it is currentlyengagedin, it will check this
queue for possiblecall termination requests thatit canservice. This process repeats until the queueis empty.
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5.0 Characterization of Source Traffic

An issue of interestin the field of network traffic study is the behavior of multiplexers for multiple, indepen
dent arrival processes. Interestingly, die aggregate packet arrival process resulting from the superposition of the
streams from multiple voice sources is complicated, possessinga burstiness(high variability) that can lead to unex
pectedly largepacketdelaysin a muliplexer underheavy loadconditions. [6]Thus, a reasonable issue to investigate
is die modeling and characterization of such an aggregatearrivalprocess.

5.1 Single Voice Source

The inherentcomplexity in a multiplexed voicestream stems from die individual burstiness of a singlevoice
source. A singlevoicesource alternates between periods of talking activity andsilence. Periods of silence produce no
packetsat allwhereas a talkspurt produces packets at fixed intervals according to a packetization period. Another way
of looking at this is that the interarrival times areusually equal to onepacketization period but occasionally longer
(onepacketization period plusa silence period.) [6]Thus theoutput of a single voicesource is a renewal process, i.e.,
one with ii.d. (independent and identically distributed) packet interarrival times.But as mentioned, the interarrival-
timedistribution of thisonesource is highly variable, so thatascompared witha normal Poisson process, thevoice
process is quite bursty.

As modeled in Ptolemy, a voicesource specifically alternates between silence and talking periods. A silence
period isexponentially distributed with some mean.Atalkspurt produces packets atfixed intervals ofTmsandgen
eratesa number of packets geometrically distributed overthepositive integers, a verysignificant assumption. In the
case of this simulation context T was chosen to be 16 ms and a silence interval was of mean 650 ms. Hie mean num
berof packets produced in a talkspurt is 22,or 352ms.Sofor thesource, a packetinterarrival timeassumes valueT=
16ms withprobability p = 21/22 andvalue 666mswith probability 1 -p = 1/22 .

A simple system to graph the voice process is shown in Figure 13, constructed in the DE domain. The
FloatRamp starmerelycountsupwardfromzerowhenfed an inputeventfrom the Voice star,and this information is
graphed in the Xgraph star. Secondly, the actual output of the system is displayed inFigure 14. In it canbeclearly
observed theperiods ofcallactivity made ofpackets equally spaced in time with separating gaps ofsilence.

Voice FloatRamp Xgraph

Figure 13 System to display a voice process
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Figure 14 Output of system in Figure 13

Figure 15 displays theresults of thesimulation described in section 3.0structurally illustrated inFigure 10, in
thecase where each customer, when active, transmits according to thesingle voice source model justdescribed. The
graph shows thecalling activity of CPE nodes 5 and 6,plotting their transmitted and received packets with an approx
imate scatter plot Markers in theplot are spaced for legibility withrespect to thetimeaxis since the packetization
interval of 16 ms is so small in relation to marker size. The vertical axis tells which one of the twelve CPE nodes is
being communicated with. Of course, graphs for the other CPE's can be obtained to cross-check the transmitted and
received packets for two CPE's communicating over some interval. In the figure, for example, we canseethat CPE
#5 andCPE#6 talk to eachotherfor approximately three seconds at around time 30 (seconds.)
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Figure 15 An approximate scatter plot monitoringcalling activityfor two CPE's,
each customer transmitting according to a single voice source model.

5.2 Multiple Voice Sources

50

A CPE 5 transmitted

X CPE 5 received

O CPE 6 transmitted

J + CPE6 received

To studythegeneral nature of arrival processes, wecanfocus ondiedependence among successive interarrival
times in the process. As discussed in [Sriram], the index ofdispersion for intervals (JDI) can provide abroad insight
intothis issue. To define it consider {Xk,kZ 1}as the sequence of interarrival times for the process in question.
Then the IDI is the sequence {c^, it £1} given by:

*-i

2_kVar(Sk) _ Var(Sk)

*~ lE(Sk)]2 ~k[E(X1)]2~

k•cov (Xv Xx) +2£ (k -;) •cov (Xv Xx +;)
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where weassume that {Xk,kZl} is stationary, that is the joint distribution function of (Xk,Xk+1,...,Xk+m) remains
independent of k for all m. Sk denotes the sum of k consecutive interarrival times, Sk = Xx +... +Xk. Naturally,
cov (X., X.) is mecovariance between Xi and Xj. The final IDI expression follows by the stationarity assumption of
the {Xk} process and is quite insightful. From it one can see that the c\ represents die cumulative covariance among
kconsecutive interarrival times normalized by the square ofthe mean. The factor kappears to prevent the c2k from
approaching zero in the limit as *-»«>. The principal usefulnessof the IDI statisticis its accountingfor the cumula
tive effect of the many individual covariances of the process. In the context of a statistical multiplexer, these many
covariances explain the unusually large packetdelayswhichresultunderheavy loadconditions.

The limiting value of the IDI, that is c„ =Jfinw^ completely characterizes the effect ofageneral stationary
arrival processon amultiserverFIFO queuein heavy traffic conditions[6]. Specifically, we considerdiecaseof a sin
gle-server queuewith either finite or infinitecapacity operating by aFIFO rule. The traffic input to the queueconsists
of the mergedaggregate of a variable numberof independent voice processes mentioned in the previous section.The
service distributionsareindependentof the arrival processandassumedto be i.i.d. with a generaldistribution.

The IDI limit and average arrival rate of the inputprocess serve well to model the queue's incoming traffic.
There area few basic properties of the IDI measurewhich canbe pointedout:

• For aPoisson process, c\ =1for all k
• For arenewal process, c\ =c\ for all k
• Ifc\ b c\ for all k, then cov (X,.,X.) =0 for all/,; (/ */).

Thus, observing the fluctuations ofthe sequence {c2k} can give intuition ofthe degree ofdeviation aprocess
may make with a simple renewal process. Again, the covariances between process interarrivals accounts for the
behavior of the IDI sequence. The third property above is diesimple casein whichthese interarrivals are completely
uncorrelated, hence equating to arenewal process. Nowif we denote theindexof dispersion for a superposition of n
i.i.d. arrival processes by ckn, important insights follow by respectively allowing first k to approach infinity with n
fixed and then n with k fixed.

• For asuperposition of nLi.d. renewal processes, .hny:^ =c2mn =c2n
for n fixed, where cn is theIDI of asingle interval in oneof themultiplexed
renewal processes.

• The superposition of n Li.d. renewal processes, each with individual rate
"K/n, tends to a Poisson processwith rate X asn-*<».

Interestingly, the latter fact also holds for the case of multiplexed non-renewal processes. However, in this
case, animportant condition is for thecomponent processes tobecome increasingly sparse as ngets larger. We might
expect that a multiplexer would see a Poisson-like aggregate arrival process if many voice sources are merged
together, but what one generally observes is thatgreat packetdelays are experienced far andbeyond what would be
seen for a Poisson arrival process. The deviationfrom Poissonbehavioractually increases as the number of sources
increases. So the "sparsity" condition is necessary to ensure that the total average arrival rate remains unchanged.
Clearly, in thecase of this application, dievoice streams are fixed in their individual average packet rates, indepen
dent of n. So it is inaccurate to alwaysconsider the superposition of thevoice streams asbeing approximate to aPois
son process. What is observed in practice is that die Poisson approximation does work well under light traffic
conditions. When higher loads exist, though, the approximation grossly underestimates packet delay since in these
circumstances, die long-term covariances have a more dramatic effect, hi sum, the suitability of approximating a
superposition process by a Poisson process depends not only on die numberof multiplexed sources but on notion of
timescale. Overshort intervals of time,thePoisson process does reasonably welltomodelthesuperposition process.
But overlonger intervals of time,thecovariances comeintoplay so that the superposition process significanly devi
ates from a Poissonprocessanddisplayshigh variability.
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To actually experiment with graphing the IDI {ck} sequence, we cancollect interarrival time statistics over
some period of time. Figure 16 illustrateshow a simple system was built to generatea sequenceof these for k rang
ing over some selected interval. For each k, the interarrival times were collected in non-overlapping blocks of size k.
Recall from the definition given previously that c\= (k- Var (Sk))/ [E(Sk)]2.E(Sk) and Var (Sk) can be straight
forwardly calculated. Then for each k, we can consider the lengths of the respective blocks, denoting by Yki the
length of the/th block(i.e., y^j = X1+X2+ ...+Xk,Yk2 = Xk+ l+Xk+2 + ...+X2k, etc.) Allownk tobe thetotal num
ber of blocks accumulated. We easily have:

E(Sk) =nkl£Yki
i=l

And an estimate of the variance of a it-block would be:

n* A

vans,) =»;l£it- kl-£i-tl.
i=l ^ /»l '

In the figure, naturally, the system is modeled in the timed DE domain. Multiple instances ofVoice stars have
theiroutput streams chronologically mergedtogether by the Merge starwhich sends this aggregate process to anIDI
star. The IDI star is responsible forthebodyof thecalculations. Onceit is triggered onits "demand" input it sendson
its output terminals aseries ofordered pairs in the form of\k, c\\ for, in this case, k = 1,2,..., 2000. These data
pairsare acceptedby the SDF wonnhole, consistingof a singlePrinter starwhich merely writes the results to a file.
Recall thatby the semantics of SDF operation, thewormhole will require one particle on each of its two inputs in
order to fire once. Thus, each Iit, c\\ pair successively fires the wormhole and is written to to the file. The system

DE

Impulse

Stop
Timer

<ut>

IDI

SDF-in-DE Wormhole

Framosizc*

Associated IDI Printer

Figure 16 System to calculate IDI statistics fora superposition of voice sources
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is setby the userto run for somelengthof time.At time zero, the Impulse star feeds a particle to the StopTimer star.
The StopTimer star, having been triggered, will produce a particle at the time the simulation ends to trigger the
demand input of the IDI star and have it output its statistics.

Index of Dispersion for Intervals (IDI) for Multiplexed Voice Streams

20

16

12

8 -

4 -

5 10 100

Frame Size (logarithmic scale)

Figure 17 IDI measurements obtained by experiment

1000

Figure 17above illustrates theresults of ourIDImeasurement experiment We simulated withdifferent num
bers ofmultiplexed voice sources and have displayed output for the cases ofn=10,25, and 50. For increasing values
ofn, the curve approaches in the limit ahorizontal line, demonstrating that c\n -»1 as n-><» for all k. In. other
words, a superposition of infinitely many renewal processes approaches aPoisson process which we know has the
property that ck = 1 forallk.We also observe that for a fixed n, the accumulation of interval covariances becomes
increasingly significant as shown bythe rising portions of the plotted curves. This qualitatively suggests the dramatic
deviations from Poisson behavior ofthese aggregate processes as we consider large frame sizes, or significant lengths
of time in which many covariances interact. Note that for small frame size values, the curves are nearly horizontal.
Overthese small timeintervals, then, wemayconsider interarrivals asroughly independent
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6.0 Switch Performance Experiments

In this section,we describe anumberof experiments to compare the performances of certain switchingstrate
gies. Theyare compared in terms of average throughput and end-to-end traversal times of packets. For each switch
ing strategy, two basic network configurations are simulated. In the first case, a simple one-switch network is
constructed without anynetwork control element. In the second case, theentire ATMbackbone network configura
tionof Figure 10 is implemented with the four switches operating according to the switching strategy of interest
Unlike the firstcase, an MQ controlelement is presentto handlecall processing functions.

6.1 Intermediate Queueing

The queueing policy pursued in die modeling of the Banyan switch in Figure 11 was that of intermediate
queueing. Inother words, abuffer of some finite capacity was placed ateach of die two inputs toevery switching ele
mentin theBanyan switch. Recall that if apacket has adestination port address represented by (bYb2... bk),and has
reached stage s of the switch, it should be routed to the upper output if bs = 0 and to the lower output if b3 = 1.
Packets arriving atthe input(s) to a 2 x 2 switching element are inserted at the tail(s) of thecorresponding queue(s).
When thereis a routing conflictcaused by two packets contending for the sameoutputport the winneris randomly
selected with a fair coin flip, andthe loseris kept attheheadof its queue, free tocontend forits destination portagain
at the next clock cycle.

InputSynch
Banyan
Switch

Figure 18 Simple one-switch configuration without network control
to measure switch throughput and packet end-to-end delay

Throughput NullRemove

(blackhole)

Figure 18 shows the first of two network configurations to be examined utilizing the policy of intermediate
queueing.The externalenvironmentis modeledin the DE domain with the Banyannetworkbuilt in the SDFdomain
as describedbefore. As already explained, the Banyannetwork is a blocking network which cannot guarantee that
inputsdestined fordistinctoutputswill pass through withoutinternal conflicts. Multiple, parallel instances of "Voice-
Ran** starstransmitpackets according to the voice process of a singlecaller, andeachpacketis randomlyroutedto an
outputportof the switch,eachwith equal probability. The DEInputSynch andDENulIRemove stars are placed at the
inputs and the outputs to the switch to ensure smooth interaction betweenthe SDFandDE domains asexplained in
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section 3.2.The two stars of interest usedto gather performance statistics of thisnetwork are theDEThroughput and
DELatency stars.

A switch's throughput is defined astheaverage number of packets produced atoneof theswitch's output ports
perclock cycle. Thus, it is a positive real number less than one. It was convenient in the caseof this experiment to
placedie throughput measurement starat the outputto the switch.Foreachclock cycle, eachswitchoutput portpro
duceseitheran actual packetor anull packet,signifying thatthe portis idle for thatcycle. Then it becomes straight
forward to implementdie starto measure the switch'sthroughput. The star'sschematic appears as in Figure 19.

In practice, a tokenis generated atdieendof thesimulation to trigger the"demand" port of dieDEThroughput
star. This is done by a combination of the DEhnpulse and DEStoplimer stars as shown in Figure 16. When the
demand signalis detected, the starproduces a set of valuescorresponding to the measuredthroughput on eachof the
switch's trunk lines. A packet received ononeof the"input" ports is passed through directly toitsrespective "output"
portwhile the starupdates its internal datato reflectmeasured throughput.

input

demand

n

input

DEThroughput -*->
output

throughput

Figure 19 Schematic of DE Throughput star

-*-*

demand

ZL
"JT" • Output

DELatency

"7^—• delayPerPacket

Averagedelay Averagedelay
(all lines) (each line)

Figure 20 Schematic of DELatency star

The other star used inFigure 18 togather statistics about the switch's performance is the DELatency star. It follows
the DENuURemove star and produces onaper-packet basis individual latency figures. This ismeasured by the time
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elapsed from the time the packet was produced by the DEVoiceRan star to its arrival at the DELatency star. Also,
when triggered on the"demand"port the star yields a setof statistics measuring the average per-packet latency time
for each of the switch's trunk lines and average per-packet latency over all trunk lines considered as an aggregate
whole. A block diagram of it is in Figure20.

6.2 Input Queueing

The input queueing switching strategy consists of aninputqueueing structure followed by a nonblocking net
work. Each trunklineintodie inputqueueing network has a dedicated first-in, first-out queue. Oneach clockcycle,
theheadelements of thequeues contend fortheir destinations. Packets that request identical destinations require the
random selection of one to continue through the switching network. The others that lose contention for that destina
tion remain in their queues to contend again at the next clock cycle alongwith the new head elements of the other
queues. Thus, packets presented to thenonblocking switchallhavedistinct destinations andcanpassthrough thenet
work without risk ofconflict

Input queueingsuffers from the problemofhead-of-line (HOL) blocking. Packets may remainin queuebehind
headelements thatfail to gain admission totheswitching network duetoconflicts withother head elements. Thisrep
resents a decrease in maximum throughput attainable by the switch. Different variants on the simple inputqueueing
policydescribed hereexist.We may introduce multiple priority levelsamong packets, hi thiscase, though, fairness to
the individual queuesis an issue sincelower-priority packets may sufferinordinate delayin winning contention for
the switch. Also,whenpackets vie for a destination port, it maybe sensible to adopt a"longest-queue" policy that
will grantaccess to the packetcoming from the queuewith the largest numberofbufferedelements.

Figure 21presents atop-level viewof the different modeling approach used toimplement thismeans of queue
ing asopposed to intermediate queueing from aPtolemy standpoint Instead of a simple DEInputSynch star, amuch
morecomplexsystemis builtin the form of aDEInputQueue galaxy. The internals of thisgalaxy are presented later.
Also, instead of a blocking Banyan switch, anonblocking Batcher-Banyan network is built Bothemploy aDENuU
Remove star to filter out null packets offered by the switch built in SDF.

Now consider thelow-level functional implementation of theBatcher-Banyan switch. At each clockcycle, a
number of packets maybeoffered totheinputs of theBatcher network withtheother inputs occupied bynullpackets.
The purposeof the Batchernetwork is to sortthe packetsby destination address andto concentrate them towarddie

DE SDF DE

InputSynch Banyan NullRemove

DE SDF DE

Input Queue
Galaxy Batcher-Banyan NullRemove

Figure21 Top-level comparison of intermediate queueing (top) and input queueing(bottom)
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top so thenull packetsget filtered to thebottominputs. When this is done,packetsmay be sent to the Banyannetwork
in two phases in order to avoidconflict Each phase involves a separate, entireexecution of the Banyan network. By
this, it turnsout for the OmegaBanyannetworkdesign thata simplerule to accomplish this is to simply ensurethat
for a given phase, no two data packets received by any2 x 2 switching elementin the first stage of the Banyannet
work have the same most significant bit in the binary representations of their destination addresses. Note that this
simple rule is dependent on the packetshaving been sortedand "concentrated" before being offered to the Banyan
network.

This overall switching operationconforms quite straightforwardly to the semantics of the SDF domain. Each 2
x 2 elementof the Batcher and Banyan networks accepts a single tokenon eachof its inputs andproduces a single
tokenon both of its outputs perexecution. If a Banyan network elementhasno data packetto produce on anoutput
port it yields a null packet to obey SDF semantics. However, extra stars need to be included after the Batchernet
work and before theBanyan network to offerthelatter packets in two phases according to the previously discussed
rule. Figure 22 provides anexample of a pre-banyan element accepting a pair of packets, and offering diem to the
Banyan network in separate phases because of their identical most significant bits. Note that a "pre-Banyan" star
accepts one tokenon eachinput andproduces two tokens oneachoutputperexecution. As foraBanyan2x2 star, it
has no intermediate bufferingof any kind. Any detected conflict betweentwo data packets would represent a fatal
error.

(100)

(HO)

(100. N)

(N.110)
• • •

(100JJ)

(NJO

(100)

(N)

Pre-Banyan Banyan
(First Stage)

Banyan
(Last Stage)

Post-Banyan

Figure 22 Low-level implementation of the Banyannetwork. The Pre-Banyan networkproducestwo phases of
packets forthe Banyan network. Packets at a Pre-Banyan 2x2 withsame MSB in output address must go in
different phases to avoid conflict. The Post-Banyan starsreducethe pairsof packets producedby the Banyan
networkfor each port to singlepacketsto condensethe two phases of operation 'back intoone."("N" means null)

AftertheBanyan network has executed twice toaccount for both phases of its switching operation, it has pro
duced apair of packets oneach output of its2 x 2elements in the last stage. Hence, asetof stars isnecessary tocon
dense each pair to a single packet. Of course, packets that were originally offered at the switch's inputs had no
duplication of destination address so atleast onepacket in each of theoutputpairs wouldbe null.The mechanics of
the "post-Banyan" star are given inthe same figure. Hence, wesee that the overall modeling of the Batcher-Banyan
network is quite natural when built in SDF.

Thefunction of the DEInput Queue Galaxy is topresent packets tothe nonblocking Batcher-Banyan network
that have noduplication ofoutput address, queueing packets as necessary atthe switch inputs and randomly resolving
output destination conflicts withequal fairness tocontending packets. Figure 23 structurally iUustrates the stars that
compose this galaxy. Ofcourse, each star ismodeled inthe DE domain. Inorder tounderstand thegalaxy's operation,
it is necessary to describe the actions taken byeach star when it is triggered into execution. Afterdoing this, wecan
understandthe mechanicsof the galaxy as a singlecompositeblock.
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Figure 23 The design of the DE Input Queue Galaxy.There are multiple, parallelinstances of Switch and FIFOQueue
stars, one for each trunk line, and single instances of the LossProb and RanSelect stars. Forconvenience, connections
to the LossProb and RanSelect stars are only shown forone trunk line. Mufliporthotes on these stars have their arcs
markedwithslashes. Connectionsmade to starsexternal to the galaxyuse different arrowheads than those made among
stars internal to the galaxy.

The Switch star acts as a binary router. When it receives a token on its "input" port, it routes it to either its
"true" or"false" output based onitsmostrecendy received input onthe "control" port. Ascan beseen, aclock signal
external to thegalaxy feeds intothe Switch star and can either continue onward to provide a demand signal to the
FIFOQueue or to be thrown away into theBlackHole star which merely accepts tokens and disposes of them. The
RanSelect star has an "enable" multiporthole which acts as theinput totheSwitch stars' "control" inputs. Thus, when
the RanSelect star enables a Switch star, it allows theclocksignal into that Switch star to trigger that trunk line's
FIFOQueue; otherwise,by disabling it, theclock signal is shutoff from the FIFOQueue.
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The FIFOQueue starmodels a queuewith eitherfinite or infinitecapacity. It is possiblefor the user to set a gal
axy parameter thatestablishes the capacity of the queue instances in the galaxy or declares them to be of unbounded
capacity. Each trunk line into the galaxyconnects to the "inData" portof a FIFOQueue instance dedicated to that
channel.If the queue has space for an incoming packet,it is inserted at the tail of the queue; otherwise,it is immedi
atelyoutputon the"overflow" port. When atokenis receivedon the"demand"port,theheadelementof the queue,if
any, is issued on the "outData" port. Note that any packet produced on the "outData"port is sent to both the "input"
port of the RanSelect star and the "serviced" port of the LossProbstar. LasUy, for any token received on either the
"inData" or "demand" ports, after appropiate actions as mentioned above have been taken, the current occupancy
level of tiie queue is output on the "size" portas anonnegativeinteger.

There areparallel, multiple instancesof the Switch andFIFOQueue stars for each incoming trunk line into the
Input Queue Galaxy. On die other hand, there is a single instance of the LossProb and RanSelect stars.The function
of die LossProb star is straightforward: the "outData" and"overflow" ports of each FIFOQueue star feed into it so it
can yield, when triggered by a "demandStats" signal external to the galaxy, the average loss probability over each
trunk line and over all lines as an aggregate whole. The RanSelect starmaintains the head-of-line packet for each
trunk line's queue.When it receivesa packeton its "input"mulitporthole, it records it as the head-of-line packet for
that channel's queue and sends a disable command to the corresponding Switch star so that demand signalscannot
cause another packet from the queue to come forth and"collide" with the current head-of-line packet.The same
demand signal that feeds into the Switch stars of the galaxy alsoactsas a demand signal for the RanSelect star. When
it is triggeredon this port, the starexamines its head-of-linepackets for their destinations. It chooses a set which can
be safely sent according to previousdiscussion andfor thosechannelsthataretransmitting packets,it sends anenable
signal to their Switch stars in addition to transmitting the packets on "output". For channels that lose their bids for
transmission or have no packetsat all,null packets are produced on "output."Thus, this galaxycan suitably interact
with the Batcher-Banyannetwork built in the SDF domain.When the RanSelect starreceives a token on its "sizeln"
multiporthole which is connected to the "size" output portsof the FIFOQueue stars, it reproduces thatnumber on the
matching portof its "sizeOut"multiporthole. However, if there is ahead-of-line packetfor thatchannel, thenit pro
duces that number plus one.

6.3 Simulation Results

The simple one-switch network in Figure 18 wassimulated for boththe intermediate andinputqueueing pol
icy mechanisms. Recall the structures of theswitches and their interfaces to theexternal network which havealready
beendiscussed anddiagrammed from atop-level point of viewin Figure 21.Single voiceprocess generators transmit
randomly to switch outputs, and inbothcases, thetimeslotinterval used wasthat of thepacketization period of voice
traffic, 16ms. Results are givenin Figure 24. As can be seen, greater average switch throughput wasachieved with

Avg Tput

Avg Latency

Intermediate

Input

10 15 20

3662 3371 3492 3542 3564

.0777 .0591 .0821 .0946 .1008

Figure24 Average throughput andlatency figures for Figure 18 underintermediate queueingand
input queueing with different input buffer capacities.
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Figure 25 Per-packet latency statistics for intermediate queueing andinput queueing
(queue capacity for input queueing was set al five.) The graphs monitor statistics
for twenty simulated time units.
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the intermediate queueing policy. The sizesof theintermediate queues usedin the2 x 2 elements of theBanyan net
workwere sufficiently large to prevent packet loss; however, queues used in theinput queueing policy were experi
mentedwith atdifferent capacities. As thecapacity wasincreased, average switchthroughput level increased aswell.
Gains made in throughput level taper off as queue capacity is allowed toincrease in accordance with the concept of
diminishing returns. In thecase of this simulation, average latency for intermediate queueing was appoximately five
timesthe length of a time slot Average lossprobabilities for theinputqueueing policydecay atarate faster than that
of alinear onewithrespect toqueue capacity. Figure 25graphs per-packet latency statistics for thetwoqueueing pol
icies in this configuration for oneof the randomly selected switch lines. Intermediate queueing clearly displays a
higher degree of variability than input queueing, and this observation is intutively reasonable. Thegraphs merely dis
play statistics for the first twenty simulated time units. Injustthis time interval, though, thecurves reaches apeak of
approximately .67 seconds inthe intermediate queueing graph as opposed toamere.18 seconds intheinput queueing
graph.

Figure 26shows an approximate scatter plot that monitors input queueing occupancy level for the first twenty
units of simulated time for one of the selectedinput buffers.

Input Queueing with Capacity 6
T

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Time

Figure 26 Inputqueue occupancy level fortwenty time units

Next, the four-switch networkof Figure 10withnetworkcontrol was simulated for die intermediate andinput
queueing policies underidentical conditions. The switches are structured asdescribed in the previous one-switch net
work scenario. Figure10shows how the fourswitchesarenumerically designated. As for trunklines, each switchhas
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eight of them. The first three,numbersone through three, are connected with customernodes.Trunk lines four and
five are drawn vertically, six diagonally,and seven andeight horizontally.These simulations follow the descriptionof
section 3.1 and allow a maximum of one conversation to be supported over a given trunk line. As above, customer
nodes are represented by single voice source processes and the time slot interval of the switches is set at 16 ms.
Results in this case were much different as Figure 27 indicates. The latency figures correspond to traversal time of
packetsroutedto the twelve customer nodesin thenetwork, three foreachof the four switches. Statistics for average
per-packet latency and switch throughput per trunkline are given. Intermediate queueing, although achieving higher
average switch throughput, suffers greatly in average per-packet latency time. Trunk lines four through eight canbe
considered as the "inter-switch" trunk lines and among those, trunk line six averages the highest throughput, natu
rally,becauseswitchesdiagonally oppositeeachotherare singlyconnected instead of diagonally connected. Thus, it
would more ftequendy support trafficin a randomlyestablishedconversation.

Trunk Line No.

Trunk Line No.

SW1

Intermediate

SW2 SW3

LATENCY

SW4 SW1

Input

SW2 SW3 SW4

.2686 .3225 .3329 .2671 .0259 .0235 .0241 .0269

.2553 3009 3357 .2824 .0263 .0256 .0272 .0210

.2921 .2711 .2863 .2733 .0293 .0280 .0251 .0258

SW1

Intermediate

SW2 SW3

THROUGHPUT

SW4 SW1

Input

SW2 SW3 SW4

.2785 .2643 .2748 .2628 .1539 .1514 .1500 .1500

.2613 .2620 .2804 .2698 .1340 .1339 .1464 .1305

.2690 .2778 .2622 .2755 .1408 .1391 .1133 .1340

.1160 .1166 .1212 .1170 .0455 .0476 .0619 .0610

.1240 .1222 .1261 .1297 .0605 .0629 .0671 .0609

.1949 .2125 .2054 .2019 .1249 .1133 .1144 .1046

.1357 .1167 .1184 .1354 .0620 .0685 .0679 .0592

.1257 .1258 .1208 .1207 .0662 .0568 .0562 .0747

Figure 27 Throughput and latency statistics for network-level simulation, intermediate and output queueing
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7.0 Conclusion

We have discussedthe diverse issues thatareencountered in the simulationof any large-scale telecommunica
tions network: modeling of source traffic,network control, switch design, and the effective interactionof all these
elements in aunifiedcontext The Ptolemy systemwas introduced to address theseissues.Specifically, we considered
a cell-relaynetwork with centralizedcontrolthatprovided basiccall-processing capabilities. The Ptolemy MQ
domainwas developed to supportthe designof this control element, andspecificexamples were given to illustrate its
use in modeling control subsystems.

Also, we considered thedesignof space-division packet switches with associated queueing policies. Twobasic
designs werepresented, thatof a pureBanyan network utilizing intermediate queueing and aninputqueueing stru-
cure followed by anonblockingBatcher-Banyan cascade network. Ourprimary measures of performance of these
switcheswere theiraverage throughput andtheend-to-end delayincurred by packets. We presented resultsof simula
tionsto gather thesestatistics fortwo scenarios: simple-one switchconfigurations with"always-active" sources anda
complete large-scale ATM networkgoverned by acentralized control. Thus, by explaining the issues involved in the
modeling of these network elements and the natureof their interaction,challenges that arisein the successful simula
tion of any large-scale,heterogeneous system become clear.
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